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Part one: Reading (8 points) 

Read the text below and do all the activities that follow it. 

                …/… Traditionally, different groups of people used to wear different types of clothes. Hunters for 

example wore special clothes and hats. Ruling classes and the nobility also used to wear special designs. Some 

clothes were worn only for special ceremonies and rituals. 

               Men used to have clothes that were made from leather, mud cloth, batik or wax fabrics. The fabrics 

were made by hand on weaving looms. Special patterns and colours were used for certain fabrics. 

              Tailors make long-sleeved anangos with pants from these materials. Men wear the anangos with 

skullcaps that are often richly embroidered. Tailors use bazin fabric, which used to come from Germany, and 

lace, which used to come from Austria to make impressive bubus. Men wear these bubus on special occasions 

as they are not really suitable for everyday wear. It can be very difficult to wear a 10-metres set of clothes 

especially when it is stiffly starched! 

Text adapted from Let’s keep in touch 4è p.28 

A-  Vocabulary check 

Select the right synonyms or definitions of the words in left among those on the right by underlining it. 

Do   it like in the example. 

            Left                                                                                    Right                                                            

1- To wear         =                                   a)- to weave; b)- to dress; c)- to work: Example                 

2- Hunters          =                                   a)- animal killer; b)- tree killers; c)- insects killers 

3- fabrics            =                                   a)- clocks; b)- closures; c)- cloths  

4- impressive     =                                   a)- attractive; b)- attribute; c)- attrition 

5- suitable          =                                   a)- appreciable; b)- appropriate; c)- apprehensive 

 

B- Comprehension check 

Read the text again and say if these statements are True or False, then justify your answers by showing 

the line(s). Do it like the example.  
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1- Everybody used to wear the same kind of dresses: ……………………………………………………… 

2- People wear some clothes for particular circumstances: ……………………………………………….. 

3- The cloths were made by machines: ……………………………………………………………………..  

4- Tailors use bazin fabric that today are still imported from Germany: …………………………………... 

5- It is very easy to get dressed a 10-metres set of cloths: Example: False (L9-10) 

Part two: Language in use (6 points) 

Activity1: Choose the correct forms of verb in each sentence by underlining or circling it. The number 

7 is as example for you. 

1- The men (used to/ used/ using) wear clothes made of mud cloth. 

2- These shoes (have been bought/ are been bought) to me by my father. 

3- What kind of shoes (are/ are being/ is being) in fashion this year? 

4- People (used to/ are using to/ used) dance ‘Zigrigbity’ before. 

5- Look! He (wears/ is wearing/ wore) baggy brown trousers. 

6- 10 metres of bazin fabric (are used/ is used/ was used) by tailors to make this outfit. 

7- Paul (uses/ are using/ used) to play football, when he was young.  

Activity2: Put these sentences into passive voice. 

1- She usually buys comfortable shoes: Ex: Comfortable shoes are usually bought by her.  

2- This advertisement is showing a pretty woman: ………………………………………………………… 

3- Tailor will use machines to sew clothes today: …………………………………………………………. 

4- You have got a nice fashionable T-shirt: ………………………………………………………………...  

Part three: Writing (6 points) 

Topic: write a paragraph of 8 lines maximum about the things you used to do when you were child. 
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